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Understanding Why SEC XBRL Financial Information is 

Hard to Use and How to use Prototype Theory to Solve 

that Problem 

By Charles Hoffman, CPA 

This information is inspired by the book Everything is Miscellaneous: the power of the new digital 

disorder, by David Weinberger.  In particular chapter 9, pages 173 to 198, which provides an explanation 

of prototype theory was extremely helpful. 

Why Comparison of SEC XBRL Financial Information is Hard 

Accessing all that SEC XBRL financial data submitted by filers is not particularly challenging, in fact it is 

downright easy and frankly amazing that you can read thousands of SEC filings created by thousands of 

different people because of the XBRL technical syntax and US GAAP reporting semantics.  Here is how 

you can do that: 

Step 1: Go to the RSS feeds provided by the SEC (http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/monthly/) 

Step 2: Write an application which reads the RSS feed which will take you to an individual filing. 

Step 3: Read each filing pointed to by the RSS feed. 

Step 4: Do whatever you want with the information. 

I have created a number of prototype software applications using Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access 

which experiment with using the information in various ways which you can fiddle with, reverse 

engineer, or use as a basis for creating your own prototype applications: 

 Core financial integrity validator:  http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/10/21/working-

prototype-of-financial-integrity-analyzer-tool.html  

 Tool for grabbing taxonomy information: 

http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/10/13/handy-tool-for-grabbing-taxonomy-

information.html 

 Taxonomy comparison tool prototype: 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Viewer.html  

Contrasting the taxonomy comparison tool above which shows the taxonomy and XBRL instance 

information of a specific filer (be it in an HTML human readable form, you can read the same 

information programmatically using those applications above) with another prototype which compares 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/monthly/
http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/10/21/working-prototype-of-financial-integrity-analyzer-tool.html
http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/10/21/working-prototype-of-financial-integrity-analyzer-tool.html
http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/10/13/handy-tool-for-grabbing-taxonomy-information.html
http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/10/13/handy-tool-for-grabbing-taxonomy-information.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Viewer.html
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information across filings, basically a different organization of exactly the same information, highlights 

the fundamental issue. 

Here is the comparison across SEC XBRL filings prototype.  I have created two different interfaces into 

the information being used: 

 HTML interface: http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Components/Viewer.html 

 Excel interface: http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/ComponentBrowser-2011-12-12.zip  

Each interface is helpful in seeing the fundamental issue which I will now explain. 

Consider a common component of a financial report, the balance sheet.  Here are screen shots for three 

balance sheets: 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20374.html  

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20380.html  

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20475.html  

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Components/Viewer.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/ComponentBrowser-2011-12-12.zip
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20374.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20380.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20475.html
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These three balance sheets of three filings highlight the fundamental characteristics of every SEC XBRL 

financial filing, and every component within those filings.  Basically, this example is only an example of 

the pervasive characteristic of all components of all filings. 

So here is the issue.  If you take a look at each balance sheet component of the taxonomy you will notice 

that each network which contains the balance sheet information has a different network identifier, here 

they are for the three examples above: 

 http://AAAB/20110731/role/idr_BALANCESHEETS 

 http://www.accenture.com/taxonomy/role/StatementOfFinancialPositionClassified 

 http://www.actuant.com/2011-02-28/role/StatementConsolidatedBalanceSheets 

Now, by contrast, this is the network identifier of the balance sheet component for commercial and 

industrial companies in the US GAAP taxonomy:  

http://fasb.org/us-gaap/role/statement/StatementOfFinancialPositionClassified 

You can go to this rendering of that balance sheet component at the URL below: 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/US-GAAP-2011-As-Released/us-gaap-stm-ci-sfp-cls-pre-2011-01-

31_MeasureRelations.html 

 

You will notice that each SEC XBRL filer creates their own network for their balance sheet component 

making it impossible to identify the balance sheet component of an SEC XBRL financial filing using the 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/US-GAAP-2011-As-Released/us-gaap-stm-ci-sfp-cls-pre-2011-01-31_MeasureRelations.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/US-GAAP-2011-As-Released/us-gaap-stm-ci-sfp-cls-pre-2011-01-31_MeasureRelations.html
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balance sheet network identifier.  Whereas, if each filer used the same network identifier, say the FASB 

network identifier for a classified balance sheet, it would be a trivial task for a computer software 

application to find a balance sheet and know that it is working with the balance sheet component of an 

SEC XBRL financial filing because each balance sheet component uses the same network identifier. 

Now, taking this further, notice that two of the filings prepared their SEC XBRL taxonomy using the 

“Statement [Table]” hypercube.  One of those three filings did not.  It would have been just as easy to 

identify each companies balance sheet component by using the [Table] or hypercube which configures 

the balance sheet. So either the network identifier or the [Table] could have been used.  Here, neither 

can be used.  In SEC XBRL financial filings, the “Statement [Table]” hypercube is also used for the income 

statement, cash flow statement, statement of changes in equity, and many other components of an SEC 

XBRL financial filing. 

There is actually a technical term which describes these characteristics: isomorphic and polymorphic. 

These $50 technical terms sound hard but are actually quite easy to understand: (for more information 

see http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/6/22/important-nuances-relating-to-tables-axis-

members.html)  

 Isomorphic: Has one meaning. 

 Polymorphic: Has more than one meaning. 

Computers need a way to grab onto information, or “handles” which they can work with.  The US GAAP 

taxonomy does not provide the necessary handles and the way the SEC uses networks and [Table]s, 

each filer required to create their own networks for each component, makes matters worse. 

Another way to say this is that if the US GAAP Taxonomy and SEC XBRL financial filings where modeled 

using unique, identifiable networks or [Table]s (either would do, [Table]s are better because they 

provide advantages over using networks), then filers modeling that information could pick those 

networks and those trying to analyze that information. 

It would not matter if different filers added a line item here or there, fundamentally a balance sheet 

reports “assets”, “liabilities and equity”, “equity”, and such items and SEC XBRL financial filers are 

reporting all that information consistently as is shown by this analysis of the core financial integrity of 

these SEC XBRL financial filings: 

http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/9/21/seeing-core-financial-reporting-semantics.html 

http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/6/22/important-nuances-relating-to-tables-axis-members.html
http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/6/22/important-nuances-relating-to-tables-axis-members.html
http://xbrl.squarespace.com/journal/2011/9/21/seeing-core-financial-reporting-semantics.html
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Understanding of Prototype Theory 

OK, so think about that core financial information discussed a little earlier.  If all balance sheets have 

assets, liabilities and equity, and equity; shouldn’t you be able to identify the balance sheet using those 

consistently available pieces which always exist on a balance sheet? Income statements don’t have 

assets, liabilities and equity, or equity; they have other things.  Same for disclosures. 

Enter prototype theory. 

Fundamentally there are two perspectives to understanding what something is. Aristotle’s definition 

view perspective was that “A thing is a member of a category if it satisfies the definition of the thing.” 

The second perspective, prototype theory, is that we can know what something means even if it can’t be 

clearly defined and even if its boundaries cannot be sharply drawn; concepts can be clear without 

having clear definitions if they’re organized around undisputed examples, or prototypes, as Eleanor 

Rosch the inventor of prototype theory calls them. 

As an example, one can understand that something is a “chair” by understanding as many properties as 

possible about the thing you are looking at, looking at the properties of a chair as defined by a prototype 

(the undisputed example), and then predicting whether the thing you are looking at is a “chair” by 

comparing the properties you are looking at with the properties of a chair. 

By contrast, the definitional view “draws sharp lines” whereas the prototype view works because 

“things can be sort of, kind of in a category.  Prototype theory relies on our implicit understanding and 

does not assume that we can even make that understanding explicitly. 

 

When is a Network used, when is a [Table] used? 
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Think about this for a moment.  Pretend you are explaining to someone when to use a network and 

when to use a [Table] as you model an SEC XBRL financial reporting taxonomy.  What are the rules which 

drive that?  Can you point to them in the US GAAP Taxonomy documentation?  How about in the SEC 

Edgar Filer Manual?  You cannot.  Something which does provide a clue is the SEC interactive data 

rendering.  Networks show up in the table of contents on the left, [Table]s show up on the right as such: 

 

But what if you have two [Table]s in a network?  Or three.  If you don’t use a [Table] how does 

something show as compared to if you do use a [Table]. 

The point here is that there are no real rules for when something should be modeled as a network and 

what that means, when something should be modeled as a [Table] and what that means and how that 

differs from not using a [Table] at all.  That makes in difficult to grab onto a network or [Table] as a 

handle to query information from an SEC XBRL financial filing. 

 

Problems with SEC XBRL filings 

SEC XBRL filings provide basically no top level foundation for comparability.  Two candidates as a basis 

for comparison are networks and [Table]s. However, each SEC XBRL filing defines its own networks and 

no two networks are the same. That rules networks out as a basis of comparison. Within an XBRL 

taxonomy [Table]s can be used for expressing different sets of information, for example the “Statement 

*Table+” is used on the balance sheet, income statement, statement of cash flows, and a number of 

other statements.  A few other [Table]s are used multiple times within the US GAAP taxonomy and 

define different sets of information.  Most [Table]s though as you get into the disclosures are unique, 

but there are some exceptions, therefore some [Table]s have more than one meaning.   
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As such, there is no real higher level mechanism to define a set of information. It would be better if 

there were, in my view; that could occur by simply using unique [Table]s within the US GAAP Taxonomy, 

making each unique, rather than using the same table, like “Statement [Table]” to mean multiple 

different things. 

Looking at this situation from the bottom up, there are approximately 15,000 concepts within the US 

GAAP Taxonomy, too detailed a perspective for any useful comparison at the individual concept level.  

Generally when you do a comparison groups of things, I call them components, are what is compared.  

For example, a balance sheet is compared with another balance sheet or the defined benefit obligation 

of one company is compared with that of another.  Individual concepts are compared some times. 

To exacerbate this situation, SEC filers can extend the US GAAP taxonomy adding additional networks, 

explicit [Table]s, implicit tables (i.e. everything within a network which is not within an explicit table can 

be defined as being within an unnamed implicit table), [Axis], [Line Items] or concepts, and so forth. 

 

Looking deeper in to SEC XBRL financial filings 

If you look deeper into SEC financial filings you realize that there are patterns within the information.  

For example, consider this small slice of the 2011 US GAAP Taxonomy which is used to express 

nonmonetary transactions: 

 

Consider the following: 

 The *Line Items+ could be expressed as a “text block” (i.e. HTML fragment) or “detail tagged”. 

The HTML fragment would use the concept “Details of Nonmonetary Transaction *Table Text 

Block+” and if the information were detailed tagged it would use some combination of the six 

concepts within the “Nonmonetary Transaction [Hierarchy].  But either way, the information is 
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the same. Both the [Text Block] and the six detailed concepts are used to express a 

nonmonetary transaction. 

 The concepts within the “Nonmonetary Transaction *Line Items+ are used nowhere else in the 

US GAAP Taxonomy. As such, if one sees one or more of these concepts within an SEC XBRL 

filing, then one can assume with a high level of confidence that the thing which contains one or 

more of those concepts is highly likely to be a nonmonetary transaction. 

 Financial reporting rules and logic demand that certain concepts be present. In financial 

reporting rules certain information is always required to be disclosed, certain information is 

required to be disclosed if a certain event or circumstance occurs during a financial period, 

certain information is common practice, and certain information is reported at the option of the 

filer. The base set of information will always exist though, it will always be logical based on 

financial reporting disclosure requirements and logic. For example, an SEC filer would be highly 

unlikely to report “Nonmonetary Transaction, Fair Value Not Determined” as the only concept 

within a nonmonetary transaction. 

 If additional required disclosures which expand the base disclosure is presented, if common 

practice disclosures are provided, or additional optional information is disclosed; it will always 

exist with that base, supplementing that base information. 

 Additional information in the form of XBRL calculations enhances the relationships between 

information within a set of reported information and providing additional clues. 

 Certain base relationships between sets of information further enhance the ability to predict the 

nature of an information set. For example, there are relationships between the balance sheet, 

income statement, statement of changes in equity, and cash flow statement which will always 

exist and can be leveraged.  This “financial integrity” type information can further enhance the 

ability to predict the nature of a set of information which you are within when you analyze 

information within an SEC XBRL financial filing. 

 

Prototypes for Creation and Analysis are the Same 

The “prototypes” or undisputed examples for creation of SEC XBRL filings are the same as the 

undisputed examples used for analysis of SEC XBRL filings. These prototypes can be hard to see within 

the US GAAP Taxonomy because that taxonomy tends to be inconsistent, not uniform. However, if you 

were to reorganize the US GAAP Taxonomy, as this example does, you begin to see the components that 

actually exist: 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/US-GAAP-2011/Reorganize/Viewer.html 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/US-GAAP-2011/Reorganize/Viewer.html
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It is not the case that there is only one “undisputed example”, nor does their need to be.  For example, 

there are many different types of balance sheets: classified, unclassified, deposit based operations, 

insurance based operations, securities based operations, and others for specific industries and financial 

reporting needs.  Or, a classified balance sheet could have a noncontrolling interest or not have a 

noncontrolling interest.  However, it is not the case that there are an infinite number of balance sheets. 

Basically, financial information is not random or infinite in nature.  Patterns exist and those patterns can 

be leveraged. 

This screen shot is a fragment of a report available which shows a preliminary set of examples of the 

prototypes which could be created from the commercial and industrial companies entry point of the 

2011 US GAAP Taxonomy.  There are a total of 1,104 such prototypes in that preliminary list. This is an 

example to provide an example of the granularity: 
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Exemplars: More Flexible Alternative to Prototype Theory 

Concept learning (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_learning)  is used by cognitive physiologists in 

"the search for and listing of attributes that can be used to distinguish exemplars from non exemplars of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_learning
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various categories." Concept learning has the notion of exemplar theory which is more flexible than 

prototype theory in that prototype theory allows for only one prototype whereas exemplar theory calls 

for any number of prototypes, or “examples” or “exemplars” which identify specific instances of some 

category. 

For example, this prototype of exemplars (http://www.xbrlsite.com/US-GAAP-

2011/Exemplars/Viewer3.html) shows: 

 Two specific balance sheet examples, one with noncontrolling interest reported and another 

without noncontrolling interest reported 

 Six different income statement examples with various items being reported 

 Five cash flow statement examples, with and without discontinued operations; this set of 

prototypes also shows contra examples, or examples how NOT to model a financial statement 

component 

 

Applying Prototype Theory and Exemplars to SEC XBRL Financial Filings 

Prototype theory and exemplars can be used to both make creation of SEC XBRL financial filings easier 

and to enable high-quality automated comparisons of the information reported by public companies. 

Here are some examples of how prototypes and exemplars can be leveraged: 

1. Taxonomy maintenance:  When a new version of the US GAAP Taxonomy is released, if the 

taxonomy is many small components rather than one gigantic structure with unidentifiable or 

distinguishable sub structures, maintenance is easier. 

2. Ease of use: No SEC filer models any taxonomy component they use combining the massive 

number of structures which are modeled together as the US GAAP Taxonomy models structures.  

Filers disclosures are usually a small piece of some larger US GAAP Taxonomy structure.  Why 

not model the US GAAP Taxonomy the way filers report information. 

3. Specific examples: Today the US GAAP Taxonomy is provides what amounts to one general 

monstrous and combined example rather than multiple explicit examples.  For example consider 

again the balance sheet. The US GAAP Taxonomy models the classified balance sheet with all 

possible options which would never exist in the real world a the single example of how to 

construct a balance sheet.  That one general example is not as usable as say 50 specific 

examples of different specific possibilities. 

4. Business rules:  Each taxonomy component has business rules which further enforce the 

construction of the component.  For examples, a roll up never has two totals, it only has one.  

http://www.xbrlsite.com/US-GAAP-2011/Exemplars/Viewer3.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/US-GAAP-2011/Exemplars/Viewer3.html
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Roll forwards always reconcile a beginning and ending balance.  Software can leverage these 

characteristics helping those creating taxonomies. 

5. Integrity between components:  Different components interact with other components. These 

interactions are easier to see if taxonomy information is not duplicated.  Again, software can 

leverage that fact to make modeling taxonomies easier. 

 

 

Another Look at the Comparison Prototype 

If you take another look at the comparison prototype application again with the thoughts and ideas 

raised in this document you can begin to see the advantages of using prototype theory and exemplars. 

In either the HTML version or the Excel version of the interface, find example number 64 which relates 

to the maturities of long term debt, a rather simple disclosure (see the URL 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Components/Viewer.html which looks, go to line 64, click 

that and you should see this contents page in the left pane: 

 

Navigate to each component and you will notice the following.  You can use the links below to view the 

actual HTML pages if the screen shots are hard to read. 

 

 

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Components/Viewer.html
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http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20759.html  

 

This filer uses the concept “us-gaap:LongTermDebt” as the total for the maturities of long term debt.  

Notice how easy this component is to read as compared to larger components with this smaller section 

buried amongst many other disclosure components. 

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/23684.html  

 

Not that this filer does not even report a total for maturities of long term debt, but the center line items 

are the same. 

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/25272.html  

 

This filer created a mixture of extension concepts for the total and the reported line items, but two are 

the same allowing for this component to be identified by software applications.  The total is an 

extension concept for some reason. 

 

 

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/20759.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/23684.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/25272.html
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http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/25429.html  

 

This filer uses fewer concepts, but they are the same concepts as the others and the total concept is the 

same, thus allowing for identification of the component.  Uses the existing concept “us-

gaap:LongTermDebt”. 

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/31185.html  

 

This filer uses the existing concept “us-gaap:DebtInstrumentsFaceAmount” for the total, but again, the 

other line items are the same. 

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/32330.html  

 

This filer models this comonnent using a [Table], the total concept is different, but the other line items 

are the same.  Uses existing concept “us-gaap:DebtInstrumentCarryingAmount” for the total. 

 

http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/25429.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/31185.html
http://www.xbrlsite.com/2012/Examples/10K/Library/32330.html
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The point is that you can see that software could probably figure out that each of these disclose 

maturities of long term debt whether the network identifier is the same on each, whether the filer uses 

a table or not, or which total concept they use. 

 

 


